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Item 30 - Assured Life of Tariff Concessions with respect to Article XIX (Contd.)

Mr. CORSE(United States) said that his country agreedwith the Czechoslovak
delegate on the seriousness of the matter, and he assured the Contracting parties
that the United States had not lightly taken the decision to withdraw the con-
cessions on the items involved. A careful and detailed appraisal had been given
the matter. The petition had been filed on January 24 of this year. After a
preliminary examination, a notice, of public hearings on the matter was issued on
April 7. These hearings, which were open, were held on May 9 and then, after
consideration of the views of the interested parties, analysis, by trained
technicians and a field investigation, theTariff Commission announced its
findings and the United States Government notified the Contracting Parties in
October. The withdrawal covered only those items valued at $9 to $24 a dozen.
He reiterated that the Tariff Commission was afact-finding body and published
all the facts pertaining to acase. All these facts were open to public
inspection and the Commission clearly could not makeany recommendation without
grounds for doing so, and Mr.CORSE wished to draw attention to the following
facts. First, the imports of these items had increased from 41,000 to 50,000
dozen in 1935-1937 to a peak of 121,000 dozen in 1949 andto an estimated figure
of 124,000 dozen in this year. Secondly, the consumption had risen during the
1930s to a peak of over a million dozen in 1937 an then had declined to less
than 700,000 dozen in 1949. Domestic production had reached a peak of a million
dozen in 1937, declining to 566,000 dozenin 1949 and to 406,000dozen in 1950.
The ratio of imports to production in 1935-1937 was. 4. 8. In 1947, when the
concession was granted, it was 3.3. It had then risen to 7.2 in 1948, 20.4
in 1949 and to an estimated figure of 30.5 in 1950. The employment figures
were also relevant to the case. In 1937 -1939 there were about 6,000productive
workers in the fur felt hat industry. In 1947 this had declined to 4,400 and by
1950 to 3,800. Between 60%and70% of these workers were skilled and the
average age was very high. Finally, the domestic industry was concentrated in
five communities: Danbury, Norwalk, Reading, Philadelphiaand Aymcsbury.
In the Connecticut area the Tariff Commission estimated that 85% of the wages
in Danburyand 50%in Norwalk were paid by the hat industry.

A field survey was then conducted covering 15 manufacturers, most of the
manufacturers in this industry. Fourteen out of the fifteen had made samples
in 1949 or 1950: ten of these indicated that they could not make them at a
competitive price with imports. Four had tried to make velours on a

commercial basis and three of these four hadreported very little profit on a

selling price of$18 a dozenOn the present prices, there wasa loss rather
than a profit. The facts therefore indicated that an injury was involved to
this particular industry and that some actionneeded to be taken.
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The Czechoslovakrepresentative hadcharged that the United States had
not conformedtothe provisions of ArticIeXIX to consult. Hedidnot think
that thisclaim could be sustained. The facts wererather that the consul-
tationswere not successful from the point of view of the Czechoslovak delegation.
Their proposals that the actiontaken by the UnitedStates berevokedwere
unacceptable tohisGovernment once thefinding hadbeenmade that injury was
caused.Hisdelegation was engaged in consultations with twoof the three
other countries involved.Mr.CORSEreferred to the criteria in paragraph1

of Article XIX.Hethoughtthat no question had benn raised asto the increase
in imports.On thequestion ofunforeseen developments, it wastheopinion of
his Governmentthatthe change in a tylesand the impact of this change on, the
domestic productionwereunforeseen. In fact, had the change beenforeseen,
it was doubtfulwhether theconcession wouldhavebenn grantedinthe first place.
It was hardlynecessary todemonstrate that the increased in imports was the
result of the concession. If thenegotiationswereto have any point at all,
someincrease must be the result of concessions made but sogreat an increase
was not foresceable. As to thequestion of whetherthereports - --enterin
under such conditionsas tocauseorthreaten serious injury to domestic
producers, he had pointed out that they wereenterin into a shrinkin domestic
market and were thus causin increased difficulty to domestic producers.

It should bethe clear to the Contracing Parties that his Government regrettedfinding it necessary to invoketheescape clause but after an objective enquiry
into the situation it hadbeendetermined that injury was being caused, and having
so determined,it was necessary to take action. Finally, his delegation
disagreed with the charge madeby the Czechoslovakdelegation that the United
States had violated Article XIX by this action.

The CHAIRMAN wished to clarify the legalposition of the debate. The
Czechoslovak delegation had complained the United States had notconformed
to Article XIX paragraph 1 (a)when they had withdrawn the concession granted
to Item 1526 (a) of the United States Schedule. The United States had accepted
thedebateonthis point andreplied. TheCzechoslovak delegationhad
indicated thatthey didnot intend to applyparagraph 3 (a) of Article XIX
which gavethemthe right to suspend equivalent obligations orconcessions,

thus indicatingthattheprinciple of the question was more important than the
damage involved.The Czechoslovak representative had also asked the Contracting
Parties to preventthe United States from the allehed infringement. It was

difficulttosee how this complaintcould be brought under ArticleXIX; it
would more appropriatelybe referred to the Contracting Parties under a procedure
of thetypeenvisaged in Article XXIII. He furthercontendedthat the
consultations between his delegationand the United States delegation had been
unsuccessful and that the United States were maintaining a measure which he

considered to be a violation of the Agreement. This was therefore the basis
of the presentdebate, and if the Contracting Parties were to proceed inan
orderly manner, they shouldlimit themselves first to the question of whether
the United States had in factconformed with the provisionsof Article XIX,
paragraph1.

Mr. DI NOLA (Italy) saidthat the situation of fact and law hadnot changed
since the matter was first discussed in the Contracting Parties. As regards
the facts, the situation remained the same, only aggravated, by the circumstance
that the measure in question was already being applied and that, therefore, for
the moment at least, no relief could be expected. The legal situation was
that, on the basis of Article XIX, no action other than entering into consul-
tations was possible. The only power given to the Contracting Parties under
Article XIX was to examine whether the retaliatory measure permitted to the
injured party by paragraph 3 was in proportion to the injuries it had sustained.
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It was as well that this was so because the greater rigidity multilateral
trade agreements as comparedwith bilateral agreements had made it necessary
to stablish this cscape clause.But. if it had.also beenprovide that the
Contracting Parties should pronounce on the question ofthe critical circum-
stances before a country could have recourse to this Article, the necessary
flexibility and urgency would. have been lost. The situation would be quite
different if Article XXIII were invokedbut even if the Contracting Parties
were, under that Article, to decide that the measure adoted by the United
States Government .was not justified, theresult would still be that the
injured party could have recourse to retalitory measures. This same result
could be reached. more rapidly on the basis of Article XIX, and Mr. DI NOLA
said that theItalian delegation wished the case to remain on the basis of
Article XIX,

As to the results of the negotiations undertaken in this matter, Mr.
DI NOLA declared that for the moment therwere negligible. This was due,
however, to technical difficulties and, he was certain that when the negotia-
tions were resumed in January it would be possible to arrive at a satisfactory
agreement. The United States Government, which until the present time had
been concerned to assist the economic rehabilitation of Italy, could not fail
to provide a new outlet for Italian exports to make up for the loss suffered
as a result of this action.

M. LECUYER (France), referring: only to the legal basis of the action
under consideration, thought tothe decision of the United. States was within the
framework of Article XIX. This Articlewas an exception to the other articles
of the Agreement. A spacial procedure was involvedonly shouldbe conformed to.
At the time of the drafting of theAgreement governments hadwishedto put in

an escape clause which wouldgivethem a certain security andpossibility of
rapidc action with regardto the concessions undertaken. itwas probable that
theapplication ofthisof thistext presented some risksand itwas certain that the
Contracting parties should guard against frequent use.Nor could he agree
with the Italian representative that this article was a helpful one. Since
it was in the Agrreement, however, his Government was prepared toproceed on
the basis of consultations.

The CHAIRMAN explained that he had cited ArticleXXIII because the
Czechoslovak representative had clearly brought a complaint. Article XIX
did not give the possibility of making a complait before the Contracting
Parties, but, as Article XIX was one of the of.theobligations of the Agreement, if
the Czechoslovak delegation insistecd the complaintcomplaintprocedure it would clearly
have to be taken under Article XXIII.

Dr.GUERRA (Cuba) did not wish to discuss thefactsof the case, but did
wish to set forth the point of view of his, Government with regard to Article XIX,
He considered that this matter involved fundamental questions of principle and
the interpretation by the Contracting Parties of Article XIX in this case might
determine the attitude of Cuba to the whole of the Agreement. For a country
such as hisown, with a very lov tariffs, most of which was bound in the
Agreement it would not have been possible to go along with the policy of
liberating trade unless it had the, guarantee contained in this Article. Had
there been the possibility that the lowered tariffs might have come into
conflict with the progress of economic development, anygiven case, it might
not have been possible for Cuba to enter into the Agreement, and it would
certainly not have been possible to reduce and bind its tariffs as it had done.

He would not, of course, a dvocate a widespread use ofArticle XIX, nor
was any country cntitled to abuse it. In his view the article as it was
written established, as far a i t was possible to doso, objective criteria
which enabled countries to measure and judge. whether the article was reasonably
invoked. These objective criteria were tne increase of imports and the
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existence of an injury. The causal relationship between the grantingof
the concessions and the increase of imports was somewhat less objective but
still could fairly be measured. A much less objective criterion was the question
of whether unforeseen development and several types of happening. (such as
technological changes currency devaluations, new or augmented subsidies)
might be involved.

The Cuban Government, could not under any circumstances, accept the
thesis of the Czechoslovak delegation that, because increase of trade was a
general objective of the Agreement, all other considerations must be ignored,
when a country was facedi with an increase of imports in any given case. If
such an interpretation were accepted thewhole safeguard of Article XIX-would
be lost, and a country such as his own might well hesitate to rebind, its
schedule. In his view, and without reference to the present complaint, here
the question of unfereseen developments was in doubt, this should not be
allowed to over-ride the considerations of the objective criteria he had listed.
He thought that a country which. was faced by a greater increase in imports
than was expected at the time the concession was ranted, where damage was being
caused, and where there was a causal relationship between the concession and
the import increase, should have the right to invoke Article XIX, whether or
not ``unforeseen developments" could. be, proven. The safeguard contained in
Article XIX. gave the Agreement sufficient flexibility to protect countries
with developing industries.

M. CASSIERS (Belgium) agreed with the Chairman's statement regarding the
legal position. As soon asthe Czechoslovak representative complained of the
abuse ofArticle XIX he was basing himself on article XXIII. Althoughno
provision. for investirgation cxisted under XIX, the Czechoslovak
delegation cou^; make a complaint before the Contracting Parties under Article

XXIIIand ask tha.t an inquiry be undertaken. Under article XIX the only
possible action was the withdrawal of an equivalent concession. Under Article
XXIII, on the other hand, tneContracting Parties could make recommendations.
He agreed with tho Cuban representativeas to the importance of Article XIX and
the fact that itshould be used for its own specific purpose. However, it
could hardly he the in ention that the powerof judging whether the condiitions
of Article XIX were fulfilled or not rested solely with the country applying the
Article. He thought,therefore, that the complaint shouldbe aceepted under
Article XXIII and an investigation made.

Mr. SCHMITT (New Zealand) wished record the view of his govrnment that
the Contracting Parties would notbe proceeding properly if they decided that
action could be taken under article XXIII in the first instance. The "matter"
referred to in this Article could. only relate to the nullification or impairment
of a specific benefit or objective, It could not require the Contracting;
Parties to investigate in the first instance as towhether a contracting party
was carrying out the legal obligations ofthe General Agreement as a whole, nor
as to the legal status of any particular action under someother provision of
the Agreement. This interpretation was borne out. by the ,wider provisions of the
Havana Charter articles. His Government considered it an important principle
that Article XXIII provided for the settlement of disputes on practicalmatters
with the Contracting, Parties action.as mediators, The Article did not provide
for decision on the legality or illegality of actions taken by the Contracting
Parties nor for the Contracting Parties to act asjudge.

The CHAIRMAN said that he was not prepared to give any ruling or to continue
the discussion on the problem posed by the New Zealand representative. From the
debate on the general question it was apporent that no contracting parties, except
those immediately concerned, were prepared to pronounce on the merits of the cased
It was clear that any discussions could onlly proceed on the basis of Article XXIII
and it had already been pointed out that that Article, in the final instance,could
only lead to permission to make retaliatory withdrawals. The same objective
could be obtained by applying, Article XIX with the same regrettable result. He
therefore asked the Czechoslovak representative whether he would be prepared to
accept that the Contracting Parties take note that the consultations between the
United States and Czechoslovakia on this item had not led to agreement, which
would entitle Czechoslovakia to make use of the provisions of Article XIX para.3.

The meeting adjourned at 1.10 p. m.


